
IDX Billing Leadership Talking Points 

Overview 

Bright’s philosophy is to provide a standard MLS product that includes the expanded geography 

and core tools needed by most agents for a competitive price, while offering premium products 

at an additional cost for those who wish to provide enhanced services to clients. IDX, VOW or 

other data feeds are some of these premium products. 

Key Messages 

● In order to keep subscription fees low for all subscribers, Bright MLS is providing IDX 

and VOW feeds as a premium product for subscribers. 

○ Agents will pay $10/month per  URL or other product powered by Bright data. 

○ Brokers will pay $500/year for a package of up to five (5) data licenses. 

● The new Bright data license program allows subscribers to provide clients with access to 

data for the expanded Bright footprint. More listings to search means more opportunities 

for clients to find their dream home and more potential sales for you. 

● Agents and brokers who subscribed to multiple MLSs in the past (and had to license 

data from each) now only have to license from Bright for one fee - saving you time and 

money. 

Specific Differences of Note 

For Central Pennsylvania: This premium service is billed separately from the core MLS 

service fees that were waived per Bright’s agreement with those associations. CPA has not yet 

been billed.  

 

For MRIS: This small monthly fee is new to MRIS agents, but by offering this as a premium 

service, we are able to keep core MLS subscription fees low for all Bright subscribers.  

● Subscription fees for MRIS have already decreased by 25%. Stakeholder subscribers 

went from $55/month to $41/month, and non-stakeholder subscribers went from 

$94.67/month to $71/month. http://www.mris.com/#/blog/6902  

● Over the next year, MRIS fees will continue to be lowered until they reach $35 for 

stakeholder subscribers. 

 

For TREND: This is a significant discount from the $28/month cost of TREND’s former data 

licensing program. 

 

For Everyone: We have required vendors to provide a complete list of their customers using 

IDX data feeds on an independent website. This has revealed many websites using IDX that 

were previously unknown by Bright.  

 

 

 

http://www.mris.com/#/blog/6902


Bright MLS Data Program Pricing 
 

Agent Single License 
Agents are charged $10/month for each product or service they are licensing from a 

Subcontractor or Enterprise Vendor. Agents are not charged if the product or service they are 

receiving is a core benefit of being part of their Brokerage and the Brokerage is paying for the 

product or service. 

 
Broker License (Five License Package) 
Brokers are charged $500/year for a Broker Data License (Five License Package), which 

includes up to five products or services purchased from a Subcontractor or Enterprise Vendor. 

 

Vendor Data Licensing 

Vendors are charged per Bright data product or feed. For each feed, the vendor is charged as 

either a Subcontractor or Enterprise provider. 

Subcontractor 
A subcontractor is a firm offering custom services to one Brokerage or one Agent in the Bright 

footprint with no intention of selling products to other brokers or agents in the Bright footprint.  

Note: If a Brokerage or Agents act(s) as their own Subcontractor performing the technical 

implementation and support, the Broker or Agent is responsible for the Subcontractor fee. 

Fee:  $1,000/year per product/feed. 

 

Enterprise  

A company who either plans to or is currently selling to more than one Broker or Agent in the 

Bright footprint. Note: This comes with unlimited Agent licenses. 

Fee:  $7,500/year per product/feed plus $200 per Brokerage for counts above 20. 

Common Questions 

  

Why is this fee not included in the quarterly subscription fee?  Why am I being charged 

extra? 

In order to keep subscription fees low for all subscribers, we are providing IDX and VOW feeds 

as a premium product within Bright MLS for subscribers. Because not all Bright subscribers use 

IDX or VOW feeds, these are not included in the MLS core services. Subscribers who pay for 

these feeds are using them to provide enhanced services to consumers and clients via their 

website(s). 

  

Will I be charged for each URL? 

Yes, for agents, the fee is $10 for each website URL, if that URL supports an independent 

website with IDX search.  Brokers are charged $500/year for up to five Bright data licenses to 

power the services/products purchased from a Vendor. 


